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MVP Samajs, S.V.K.T College Deolali Camp Nashik 

Criteria VII 

Key indicator 7.1 Institutional values & Social responsibilities 

Metric No:-7.1.7 The institutional has Divyagjan - friendly, Barrier free environment.  

 To provide an inclusive education framework that aims to initiate the improvement of the 

students with disability by means of favourable action and realistic accommodation in the field of 

higher education; the institution provides a friendly learning environment to overcome barriers they 

challenge 

 MoU is signed with Om Sai Welfare Association for the Blind & Disabled (India)
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 Letter of facilities for Disabled students in library
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Essential Software: A Screen Reader 
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A screen reader is an essential piece of software for a blind or visually impaired person. 

Simply put, a screen reader transmits whatever text is displayed on the computer screen into a form 

that a visually impaired user can process (usually tactile, auditory or a combination of both). While 

the most basic screen readers will not help blind users navigate a computer, those with additional 

features can give people with visual impairment much more independence. 

NVDA- Non Visual Desktop Access 

This is designed to help users who are new to Non Visual Desktop Access 

(NVDA) learn the basic controls for testing web content, and to serve as a reference for the occasional 

NVDA user. Nonvisual Desktop Access (NVDA) is a free and open source screen reader for the 

Microsoft Windows operating system. 

NVDA Screen Reader 

Non Visual Desktop Access (NVDA) is a free, open-source, portable screen reader for Microsoft 

Windows. The project was started by Michael Curran in 2006. NVDA is programmed in Python. 

Start with NVDA: 

 Choose Start, All Programs, NVDA, You will hear a tone to let you know NVDA is running 

in the background.

 To hear what is currently on the screen, start moving the mouse around NYD will read what

is under cursor as you move the mouse. While NVDA is running you can use all of the 

standard Windows keyboard shortcuts as well 

 To pause NVDA, press the Control key on your keyboard. Pressing the Control key again

will resume NVDA. 

 Most NVDA commands require you to use the Insert key on your keyboard to hear

 The title of the current window, press Insert, T. To hear the contents of the current window, 

press Insert, B.

 To quit NVDA, press Insert, Q.

 To start NVDA using the keyboard, press Control, Alt,
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To help students with special needs campus has made tremendous strides, that 

buildings be accessible to those with physically impaired and visually challengeable. 

College has MoU with Om Sai Welfare Association for Blind and Disabled 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Ramp: YES. In the college Ramps are used instead of staircases. Two main entrance doors 

provide these facilities for the use of people who move about in wheelchairs. 
 

Principal Dr. V. J. Medhane the and Mr. Vikas Shejwal, signing MoU with Om Sai 

Welfare association for blind and disabled 
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Pedestrian Friendly Pathway for Divyangjan 

Washroom for Divyangjan 
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Scribes for Examination: Yes provided. To transcribe the answers by the student in 

University examinations. The scribe facility is also provided for the students those who have 

difficulty in producing clear text or diagrams for many different reasons. 
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